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UC Health Office of Clinical Research Educational Opportunity.
Learn more about investigator initiated trials protocol writing review at a seminar presented by Simon Trembley, UC Research Assistant Professor and Director of Transplant Antihumoral Therapies Program on Thursday, September 19, 2019 at noon in MSB E155. Please contact Nate Harris Nate.Harris@uchealth.com with any questions.

Which Sponsored Research Services Grants Division Grants Administrator Should I Contact?
The central SRS email account (ospaward@uc.edu) is the best place to send requests if you have already checked the staff assignment directory (https://research.uc.edu/support/offices/srs/staff) and are still unsure of which Grants Division Grants Administrator (GA) you should contact. If the assigned GA is on vacation, you will receive an out of office notice instructing you to redirect your email to the central email account and someone else will be assigned to take care of your request.

Sponsored Research Services: Time Sensitive Documents.
Sponsored Research Services (SRS) suggests that time sensitive documents, involving submission to an outside entity, be submitted to SRS via email to ospaward@uc.edu simultaneously with an email directly to the cognizant SRS GA. This will ensure, during any GA’s absence, the documents will be readily found and accessible for processing by any other SRS staff member. Please note that this request does not include all emails to SRS Grant GA’s. This is only for documents being sent to SRS with sponsor required short deadlines. If you are returning standard internal forms, a routine award agreement or subaward agreement, or asking questions, please send those requests directly to your Grants GA.

Content to submit? Click here: https://redcap.research.cchmc.org/surveys/?s=3CX994Y34W

RESEARCH - Updates to policy changes, pre and post grant information, internal opportunities from the Office of Research, landmark publications, opportunities for collaborations on multi-disciplinary grants, and other information not under purview of other electronic publications. This is not for advertising seminars, speakers, etc.
CORES - Notifications of new technologies in existing Cores, establishment of new Cores and instrumentation, calls for collaboration on instrumentation grants, information about Core offerings, and highlights of research facilitated by Core.
EDUCATION - Trainees successes/achievements and innovations and improvements in education facilities and resources related to research.
CULTURE - Activities or opportunities that reward, recognize, inspire collaboration, and support our research faculty, trainees, students, and staff.